DON’T BE A LOSER

FINALLY!

PRESENTATION ADAPTERS
THAT WILL NEVER
GET LOST OR GO MISSING

DL-AR *PATENT PENDING*

LOCKED & LOADED
Cable clamp with foam inserts keeps
HDMI cable securely locked to adapter ring

UNBREAKABLE LOOP
Super-strong tensile aircraft cable
keeps everything in one place

COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY
Get all 5 adapters or build
your own custom assembly!

IN STOCK NOW

A SUBSIDIARY OF WESCO DISTRIBUTION, INC.
www.LibAV.com | 800.530.8998
RUN WITH US
Eliminate Your Customer’s Panic & Expense When Presentation Adapters Go Missing or Get Lost!

Make Liberty’s breakthrough DL-AR adapter ring part of every install and feel the love from your customers!

Our patent-pending tensile aircraft strength ring & clamp locks in the HDMI cable going to your display while any adapter you may need is at your fingertips.

Not only do you get a solid and reliable connection, but the adapters are guaranteed to stay locked to the HDMI cable for the next presentation!

COMPLETE ASSEMBLY SHOWN WITH MICRO HDMI CABLE ATTACHED (NOT INCLUDED)
*PATENT PENDING*

UNIVERSAL HDMI ADAPTER RING COMPLETE ASSEMBLY WITH 5 ADAPTERS

**Features and Benefits**
- Secure your presentation adapters with the cable clamp and security loop
- Cable clamp mounts on the HDMI cable and holds the high tensile strength cable loop in place
- Each adapter has a unique eyelet of durable construction to mount onto the cable
- Both display port adapters support audio and HDCP
- Two sets of foam inserts for HDMI cables from 3mm to 9mm in diameter
- Two sets of screws and nuts provided with each adapter package
- T-10 Torx® pin driver and 1.5mm hex key wrench tool kit available, sold separately

**Application**
- Adapting various mobile content devices to HDMI
- Interfacing Laptops, Macs, iPad, Smartphone to HDMI
- Boardroom, Education, House of Worship, Presentations

**CHOOSE ANY OF THESE ADAPTERS “ALA CARTE” TO CREATE A CUSTOM ASSEMBLY!**

- **DISPLAY PORT MALE TO HDMI FEMALE IN-LINE ADAPTER**
- **MICRO-HDMI "D" MALE TO HDMI FEMALE IN-LINE ADAPTER**
- **MINI-HDMI "C" MALE TO HDMI FEMALE IN-LINE ADAPTER**
- **MINI-DISPLAY PORT MALE TO HDMI FEMALE IN-LINE ADAPTER**
- **DVI-D SINGLE LINK MALE TO HDMI "A" FEMALE**

**CLAMP ASSEMBLY, FOAM INSERTS, NUTS AND SCREWS**

- **T-10 TORX® PIN DRIVER AND 1.5MM HEX KEY WRENCH TOOL KIT**

More adapters are in development! Connect for all the latest updates.